Name…………………………ID No…………………………
Class…….

Semester………………. Hostel………………….....

UNDERTAKING BY THE STUDENT & PARENT
I………………………………………………………………..
class……………………..S/O
Mr./Mrs.………………………….... ....................................
has read the detailed Rules and
Regulations of C.S.A. University of Agriculture & Technology, Kanpur. University / Hostel on the
website, failing which I shall be liable for fine/disciplinary action/ expulsion as decided by the
DSW/University authorities .
I hereby undertake that:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

I will not disrupts, or improperly interferes with, the academic, administrative, sporting,
social or other activities of the University, whether on University premises/ hostel or
elsewhere; will not use mobile phone in the classes or make videos of teachers and any
official meetings of university.
I will not obstructs, or improperly interferes with, the legitimate functions, duties or activities
of any student, member of staff or other employee of the University or any authorised visitor
to the University and will not bring any political influence by way of letter or phone calls.
I will not involves in violent, indecent, disorderly, threatening or offensive behaviour or
language (whether expressed orally or in writing, including electronically) whilst on
University premises or engaged in any University activity. I will carry my ID card all the time
and will not leave campus/city without prior information to DSW.
I will not involves in distributing or publishing a poster, notice, emails, Whatsapp, sign or
any publication which is offensive, intimidating, threatening, indecent or illegal, including the
broadcasting and electronic distribution of such material.
I will not involves in fraud, deceit, deception or dishonesty in relation to the University or its
staff or students or in connection with holding any office in the University.I will not involves
in action likely to cause injury or impair safety on University premises/hostel
I will not breach the policy on Anti-ragging, harassment of any student, member of staff of
the University or any authorised visitor to the University/Hostel, I understand that in case of
any kind of physical or verbal harassment to any student in hostel/university campus I will
be expelled from the university without assigning any reason. I will not involve in the
possession of unauthorised material . In case of damage to or loss of hostel property by me
the cost will be recovered from the students responsible for such damage or loss, if identified,
or from all the students of the hostel, as decided by the DSW/University Administration.
I will not use of unauthorised or unfair means (including academic malpractice such as
plagiarism/cheating or collusion with other students or fabrication or falsification of results)
in connection with any examination or assessment,
I will not threat any university authority /employee to inflict injuries on self/ suicide threats
or any such type of self damaging activity, for any such activities I will be solely
responsible for its consequences. The university authorities will not be held responsible for
any damage / compensation/ loss of life.
I will not cause damage to or defaces University property/Hostel or the property of other
Members of the University caused intentionally or recklessly. I will not misuse or
unauthorized uses the University premises or items of property, including misuse of
computers and the communications network or any other breach of the University policy on
use of information systems, will not screen pirated / unauthorized / unlicensed movies in
computers and common rooms.
I will attend all classes regularly and If the misconduct or breach of academic discipline is
found proved, or my attendance in classes is less than as per academic regulations ( < 80%),

I may not be allowed to appear in the examinations. I will follow all academic regulations of
the CSA university and will not in any way represent/ use political influence or threat against
university authorities to amend or relax rules pertaining to class attendance, syllabus,
exemption from exams , postponement of exams, educational tours, RAWE training, change
of Guide or any related academic activities. In case if I indulge in such activities strict
disciplinary action should be taken against me.
xi.

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

xv.

I will not indulge in any political or communal activity which is detrimental to the law and
order and/or against the Government. I shall not carry on any propaganda or publicity of any
nature whatsoever in respect of anything or any matter including political or communal
matters.
I shall take prior written permission of DSW before giving any information or interview
regarding Hostel to any member of the Press, Radio, Television or any other media or before
making any speech containing any information regarding the Hostel/University.
I will not bring, take and/or drink any alcohol/ intoxicating drink, drug or substance of any
kind what so ever and/or smoke in the room and/or any part of premises. The same shall
apply to visitors also. An occurrence of such behavior shall invite strict disciplinary action
leading to my rustication from the university. I will not allow any unauthorized person to stay
in my room, if at any stage university authorities finds such unauthorized occupancy in my
room/hostel , my allotted accommodation in hostel should be cancelled with immediate
effect.
I will not use electrical appliances such as immersion heaters, electric stove / heaters /
electric iron/AC/Coolers in hostel room . Such appliances, if found will be confiscated and a
fine ( minimum Rs.2000 or as decided by DSW) will also be imposed.
I understand that no tenancy shall be created by my occupation or use of hostel premises and
property and that each of them is merely permitted by university , under the rules and
regulations framed by the university authority /DSW which can be changed, altered,
modified, varied wholly or partly and can be replaced by university authorities at their
discretion and without assigning any reason for same. Upon such revocation I/ resident shall
not be entitled to stay and/or enter the Hostel/Institute or any part or portion thereof. If
I/she/he does not leave, shall be liable to be forcibly removed.

I have understood the academic rules/ hostel rules of CSAUAT and if at any stage I am found to be
indulging in undesirable activities such as physical assault, ragging , damage to properly, obscene
behaviour, rowdyism in campus etc., I will be liable to the following punishments: (a) expelled from
the hostel/ university ( b) The cost of damage will be fully recovered from me together with penalty
as decided by DSW/University authorities (c) will also be fined commensurate with the offence
committed/restriction of access to the University or a specified part there for a fixed period/
Rustication from the University/ Expulsion from the University and cease to be on the rolls of the
University, as decided by DSW / University administration

Signature(Student)…………………………...........Signature(Father)……………………………………………………
Name of Student ............................................................ Mobile Number…………………………………
Fathers/Mothers Name……………………………… Mobile Number…………………………………………………..
Address...........................................................................................................................................

DSW/Stamp/Date

